Increasing or stabilizing renal epoxygenase production attenuates abnormal renal function and hypertension in obese rats
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Huang H, Morisseau C, Wang JF, Yang T, Falck JR, Hammock BD, Wang M-H. Increasing or stabilizing renal epoxygenase production attenuates abnormal renal function and hypertension in obese rats. Am J Physiol Renal Physiol 293: F342–F349, 2007. First published April 18, 2007; doi:10.1152/ajprenal.00004.2007.—Since epoxygenase production (EETs) affect sodium reabsorption in renal tubules and dilate the renal vasculature, we have examined their effects on renal hemodynamics and sodium balance in male rats fed a high-fat (HF) diet by fenofibrate, a peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-α (PPAR-α) agonist and an inducer of cytochrome P-450 (CYP) epoxygenases; by N-methanesulfonyl-6-(2-proparyloxyphenyl)hexanamide (MSPPOH), a selective EET biosynthesis inhibitor; and by 12-(3-adamantane-1-yl-ureido)dodecanoic acid (AUDA), a selective inhibitor of soluble epoxide hydrolase. In rats treated with fenofibrate (30 mg·kg−1·day−1), mean arterial pressure, renal vascular resistance, and glomerular filtration rate were lower but renal blood flow was higher than in vehicle-treated control rats. Moreover, fenofibrate caused a threefold increase in renal cortical CYP epoxygenase activity, whereas the fenofibrate-induced elevation of this enzyme was attenuated by MSPPOH. Western blot analysis showed that fenofibrate induced the expression of CYP epoxygenases in renal cortex and microvessels and that the induction effect of fenofibrate was blocked by MSPPOH. These results demonstrate that the fenofibrate-induced increase of CYP epoxygenase expression and the AUDA-induced stabilization of EET production in the kidneys cause renal vascular dilation and reduce sodium retention, contributing to the improvement of abnormal renal hemodynamics and hypertension in HF rats.
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EET biosynthesis can be carried out by several CYP isoforms, including the CYP1A, CYP2B, CYP2C, CYP2D, CYP2E, and CYP2J families. Although many CYP enzymes can epoxidize AA, it has been demonstrated that CYP2C and CYP2J are primarily responsible for renal EET formation. Holla et al. (11) showed that recombinant CYP2C11, CYP2C23, and CYP2C24, in that order, have the highest- to-lowest epoxygenase activity. Similarly, recombinant rat CYP2J3 and CYP2J4 are active in the metabolism of AA to EETs (25, 36, 38). Renal epoxygenase profiles and antibody inhibition studies have established that CYP2C23 is the predominant AA epoxygenase in the rat kidney (11). To study the physiological function of EETs, Falck et al. (32) synthesized selective CYP epoxygenase inhibitors such as N-methanesulfonyl-6-(2-proparyloxyphenyl)hexanamide (MSPPOH). Western blot analysis showed that fenofibrate induced the expression of CYP epoxygenases in renal cortex and microvessels and that the induction effect of fenofibrate was blocked by MSPPOH. These results demonstrate that the fenofibrate-induced increase of CYP epoxygenase expression and the AUDA-induced stabilization of EET production in the kidneys cause renal vascular dilation and reduce sodium retention, contributing to the improvement of abnormal renal hemodynamics and hypertension in HF rats.

Obesity, which affects one in three Americans, is a serious health problem, because obesity often is associated with essential hypertension (8). Using different rat models, investigators demonstrated the link between obesity and hypertension (1, 3). For example, using the hypothalamic lesion-induced obese model, Baylis and colleagues (1) demonstrated that blood pressure is ~20 mmHg higher in obese male rats than in control rats. Similarly, using a high-fat (HF) feeding model, Dobrian and colleagues (3) showed that blood pressure is ~20 mmHg higher in obese male rats than in control rats. However, the mechanisms whereby obesity causes hypertension are not fully understood. To better understand those mechanisms, different investigators have used a rat model fed an HF diet (2,
4, 33). We have chosen this model because it mimics the effects of human HF-food consumption; rats develop characteristic features of human obesity-induced hypertension, including increased renal tubular reabsorption and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (8). Moreover, the increased blood pressure in HF rats is associated with sodium retention (41), decreased expression of renal CYP epoxygenase, and decreased production of renal EETs (33, 42).

Since it has been demonstrated that EETs inhibit sodium transport in the nephron and cause vasorelaxation (24, 34, 39), we hypothesize that increased production of renal EETs can affect renal function and blood pressure in HF rats. To test this hypothesis, we used 11-wk-old HF rats to examine the effects of fenofibrate, a CYP epoxygenase inducer; MSPPOH, a selective EET biosynthesis inhibitor; and AUDA, a selective inhibitor of sEH. Specifically, we determined the effects of these agents on various renal functional parameters, including mean arterial pressure (MAP), renal blood flow (RBF), renal vascular resistance (RVR), GFR, and sodium balance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. [1-14C]AA (56 mCi/mmol) was obtained from Moravek Biochemicals (Brea, CA), the reagents for Western blot analysis from Amersham Bioscience (Piscataway, NJ), all HPLC solvents and chemicals for buffers from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI), and 20-hydroxyecosatetraenoic acid (HETE), EETs, and DHETs from Cayman Chemicals (Ann Arbor, MI).

Animals. Male 3-wk-old Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were divided into two groups. The experimental group of HF rats was fed a modified chow containing 36% fat (15.2% saturated and 20.8% unsaturated), 35% carbohydrate, 20% protein, and 0.4% salt (Bio-Serv, Frenchtown, NJ). Control rats were fed a normal rat chow containing 4.4% fat (1.9% saturated and 1.5% unsaturated), 46.6% carbohydrate, 24% protein, and 0.4% salt. All rats were maintained on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle and were housed two to a cage. All animal protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and were in accordance with the requirements stated in the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use Laboratory Animals.

Determination of blood pressure in conscious HF and control male rats. After rats had been fed the HF or control diet for 8 wk, they were divided into a vehicle control group and four treatment groups, with six animals in each group. Rats in treatment groups were given fenofibrate (30 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ in corn oil), fenofibrate (30 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ in corn oil) + MSPPOH (20 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ iv), AUDA (50 mg/l in drinking water), or MSPPOH (20 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ iv). The fenofibrate dose of 30 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ was based on a report by Muller et al. (20), who showed that, at this dose, fenofibrate selectively increases renal EET production in Sprague-Dawley rats. The MSPPOH dose of 20 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ was based on our previous finding that, at this dose, MSPPOH selectively inhibits renal EET production in Sprague-Dawley rats (12). The AUDA dose of 50 mg/l in drinking water was based on personal communication with a colleague (Dr. J. D. Imig) who has extensive experience with AUDA at 25 and 50 mg/l in Sprague-Dawley rats and suggested that we use 50 mg/l for the maximal effect in HF rats. In a preliminary study, we found that AUDA at 25 mg/l did not significantly decrease blood pressure in HF rats. The procedure for dissolving AUDA in a hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextran solution is described elsewhere (5, 37). After 2 wk of treatment, the blood pressure of these conscious, freely moving rats was determined through the femoral artery.

Determination of renal hemodynamics in treated HF rats. Eleven-week-old rats (n = 6) that had been fed the HF diet for 8 wk were treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, fenofibrate + MSPPOH, AUDA, or MSPPOH for 2 wk, and renal hemodynamics were measured. Each rat was weighed before surgery and anesthetized with 2% isoflurane via an anesthesia apparatus. One polyethylene cannula was placed in the trachea (PE-205) to allow free breathing, one in the bladder (PE-240) to collect urine, one in the femoral artery (PE-50) to measure and record MAP with a pressure transducer, and one in the femoral vein (PE-50) to infuse agents. Then infusion of saline (3 ml/h iv) and 0.5 ml of FITC-inulin (8 mg/ml in PBS; Sigma-Aldrich) over 2 min as a priming dose was initiated. A left laparotomy was performed, and a flow probe (Transonic System, Ithaca, NY) was placed over the left renal artery for measurement of RBF. The rat’s body temperature was maintained at 37°C by a temperature controller (Cole Palmer Instrument) connected to a heating mat and a rectal temperature probe. After a volume of saline containing 6.2% of BSA equal to 1.25% of body weight had been infused, the intravenous infusion was switched to saline without BSA, but with FITC-inulin at 4 mg/ml. At least 45 min were allowed for equilibration after surgery before 30-min urine collections were begun. Arterial blood (0.4 ml) was drawn from the femoral artery in the middle of each 30-min clearance period for measurement of GFR. An equal volume of normal saline was infused for volume replacement. MAP, RBF, and RVR measurements were obtained from a computerized data collection-and-analysis system (EMKA Technologies, Falls Church, VA). A fluorescent plate reader (GENios Plus, Tecan, Research Triangle Park, NC) at 485-nm excitation and 538-nm emission was used to determine the concentration of FITC-inulin in plasma and urine for calculation of GFR, as described previously (23, 41).

Determination of sodium retention in treated HF rats. Eleven-week-old HF rats (n = 6) were treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, fenofibrate + MSPPOH, AUDA, or MSPPOH for 15 days. During treatment, these HF rats were kept in individual metabolic cages. Daily food intake, water intake, and urine volume were measured for determination of sodium balance. Sodium concentration was measured using an electrolyte system (Synchront EL-ISE, Beckman, Brea, CA). Daily sodium intake, excretion, and balance, as well as cumulative sodium balance, were calculated as described previously (9). After treatment, the rats were killed, and their kidneys were isolated for preparation of renal cortex and renal microvessels. These tissues were processed for immunohistochemical, Western blot, and AA metabolism analyses.

Immunohistochemical analysis. Kidneys from treated HF rats were isolated. A specimen containing 2-methylbutane was precooled for 45 min in a Styrofoam cooler containing dry ice and ethanol. The kidney slice was embedded in a specimen mold containing OCT compound (Miles Scientific, Naperville), which was placed in the cup for 2 min. The kidney samples were kept frozen at −80°C until they were sectioned. The samples were cut on a cryostat at a thickness of 10 μm and thawed onto glass slides. Specimens were fixed in cold acetone for 10 min at −20°C. To distinguish the expression of the different CYP isoforms, diaminobenzidine (DAB) was used to detect CYP2J, red fluorescence (tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate) to detect CYP2C23, and green fluorescence (FITC) to detect CYP2C11. For the DAB method, nonspecific binding sites were blocked by 2% normal rabbit serum in PBS, and endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by 0.9% hydrogen peroxide in PBS for 1 h. The slides were rinsed with PBS and incubated with a 1:400 dilution of rabbit anti-human CYP2J antibody (a gift from Dr. D. C. Zeldin, National Institute of Environmental Health Science, Research Triangle Park, NC) for 12 h at room temperature. The slides were rinsed with PBS and covered with a 1:100 dilution of a biotinylated-coupled goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody for 30 min. An ABC kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) was used to stain the slides, which were developed for 3 min using a DAB kit (Vector Laboratories). For the fluorescence method, the slides were rinsed with PBS three times and then incubated with rabbit anti-CYP2C23 (1:600 dilution; Detroit R & D, Detroit, MI) or mouse anti-CYP2C11 (1:400 dilution; Detroit R & D) primary antibody. The slides were blocked with 3.3% normal...
serum and then incubated with tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate-labeled goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody for CYP2C23 or FITC-labeled goat anti-mouse secondary antibody for CYP2C11. The slides were mounted with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) and examined by fluorescence microscopy. Color and fluorescent images were quantified using Metamorph software (Universal Imaging, Downingtown, PA). For the negative control slides, the same procedure, without incubation with the primary antibody, was used.

**AA metabolism.** Renal cortical homogenates (150 µg) isolated from treated HF rats were incubated for 30 min at 37°C with [1-14C]arachidonate (0.4 µCi, 7 nmol) and NADPH (1 mmol/l) in 0.3 ml of PBS (100 mmol/l, pH 7.4) containing 10 mmol/l MgCl2. After the reaction was terminated by acidification to pH 3.5–4.0 with 2 mol/l formic acid, AA metabolites were extracted with ethyl acetate. The ethyl acetate was evaporated under nitrogen, the metabolites were resuspended in 50 µl of methanol, and reverse-phase HPLC was performed as described previously (40). Identities of the AA metabolites (20HETE, DHETs, and EETs) were confirmed with authentic standards.

**Western blot analysis.** Renal microsomes (10 µg) from treated HF rats were separated by electrophoresis on an 8% SDS-polyacrylamide gel at 25 mA/gel at 4°C for 3 h. The proteins were electrophoretically transferred to an enhanced chemiluminescence membrane. The blots were blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline (TBS) containing 10 mmol/l Tris (pH 7.4) for 90 min and then washed three times with TBS. The blots were incubated for 10 h with mouse anti-rat CYP2C11 (1:2,000 dilution; Detroit R & D), rabbit anti-antioxidant CYP2C23 antibody (1:5,000 dilution; Detroit R & D), rabbit anti-human CYTP2J2 antibody (1:2,000 dilution; a gift from D. C. Zeldin), or β-actin (1:5,000 dilution; Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) at room temperature. The blots were washed several times with TBS solution and further incubated with secondary antibody for these proteins. The immunoblots were developed using an enhanced chemiluminescence detection kit (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL). The expression of these proteins was normalized to the expression of β-actin, as previously described (40).

**Statistical analysis.** Values are means ± SE. All data were analyzed by SPSS computer software (SPSS, Chicago, IL). The significance of differences in sodium balance between HF rats given different treatments was evaluated with ANOVA for repeated measurements followed by Tukey’s multiple-range post hoc test. All other data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA or a Student’s unpaired two-tailed test. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Effects of fenofibrate, MSPPOH, and AUDA on blood pressure in HF and control rats.** To examine the effects of increased biosynthesis and stabilization of renal EET on blood pressure regulation, 11-wk-old HF and age-matched control rats fed a control diet were treated with vehicle, fenofibrate (30 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹·mg), fenofibrate (30 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹·mg) + MSPPOH, or AUDA (50 mg/l in drinking water). The activity of these metabolites was estimated on the basis of the added [1-14C]arachidonate and expressed as picomoles per milligram of protein per minute.

**Effects of fenofibrate, MSPPOH, and AUDA on renal hemodynamics in HF rats.** In a preceding study, we showed that renal EET production was downregulated in HF rats (33). Here, to assess the effects of increased EETs on renal hemodynamics of HF rats, renal MAP, RBF, RVR, and GFR were examined in HF rats treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, fenofibrate + MSPPOH, or AUDA. As shown in Fig. 2, 2 wk of fenofibrate treatment elevated RBF (11.7 ± 2 vs. 9.6 ± 1 ml/min) but significantly reduced RVR (8.7 ± 1.2 vs. 13.3 ± 1.5 mmHg·ml⁻¹·min⁻¹, P < 0.05) and GFR (1.2 ± 0.2 vs. 1.7 ± 0.2 ml/min, P < 0.05). The effects of fenofibrate on RBF and RVR were attenuated by addition of MSPPOH (Fig. 2). Similarly, 2 wk of AUDA treatment increased RBF but decreased RVR and GFR compared with vehicle-treated HF rats. Moreover, MSPPOH did not affect MAP, RBF, RVR, or GFR in HF rats (Fig. 2).

**Effects of fenofibrate, MSPPOH, and AUDA on sodium balance in HF rats.** To examine whether increased renal EET production affects sodium balance in HF rats, the cumulative sodium balance was determined for 15 days in 11-wk-old HF rats treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, fenofibrate + MSPPOH, or AUDA. As shown in Fig. 3, after 15 days of measurement, the cumulative sodium balance was significantly lower in the animals treated with fenofibrate (−0.87 ± 0.2 meq, P < 0.05) and AUDA (−0.48 ± 0.2 meq, P < 0.05) than in the vehicle control group (1.05 ± 0.1 meq). In the group treated with fenofibrate + MSPPOH, the cumulative sodium balance curve returned to the level in the vehicle-treated control group (Fig. 3). MSPPOH did not affect cumulative sodium balance in HF rats.
However, fenofibrate or fenofibrate + MSPPOH had no effect on cortical 20-HETE production.

Effects of MSPPOH on expression of renal CYP epoxygenases in fenofibrate-treated HF rats. Western blot analysis was used to examine the expression of CYP2C23, CYP2C11, and CYP2J in HF rats treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, or fenofibrate + MSPPOH. Fenofibrate significantly induced CYP2C23, CYP2C11, and CYP2J expression in the renal cortex and renal microvessels (Fig. 5). Densitometry analysis normalized with \(\beta\)-actin showed a 45% increase in CYP2C23 by 63% (1.3 ± 0.06 vs. 0.8 ± 0.2 AU, \(n = 3, P < 0.05\)), CYP2C11 by 83% (1.1 ± 0.02 vs. 0.6 ± 0.01 AU, \(n = 3, P < 0.05\)), and CYP2J by 45% (2.9 ± 0.1 vs. 2.0 ± 0.02 AU, \(n = 3, P < 0.05\)) in renal microvessels. The induction effects of fenofibrate on CYP epoxygenases in the renal cortex and microvessels were somewhat attenuated by fenofibrate + MSPPOH (Fig. 5).

To substantiate these results, immunohistochemical analysis of CYP2C23, CYP2C11, and CYP2J was also performed in renal sections from HF rats treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, or fenofibrate + MSPPOH. The most intense staining was observed in renal tubules, whereas glomeruli showed a low immunoreaction to these CYP isoforms. The staining intensity showed a 135% increase in CYP2C23 (24.7 ± 2 vs. 10.5 ± 2 AU, \(n = 4, P < 0.05\)), a 117% increase in CYP2C11 (25.8 ± 3 vs. 11.9 ± 1 AU, \(n = 4, P < 0.05\)), and a 115% increase in CYP2J (11.4 ± 1 vs. 5.3 ± 2 AU, \(n = 4, P < 0.05\)) expression in the fenofibrate-treated group. The induction effects of fenofibrate on CYP epoxygenases were attenuated by fenofibrate + MSPPOH (Fig. 6). No immunohistochemical staining was observed in a negative control section (Fig. 6).

Fig. 2. MAP (A), renal blood flow (RBF, B), renal vascular resistance (RVR, C), and glomerular filtration rate (GFR, D) in 11-wk-old HF rats treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, fenofibrate + MSPPOH, AUDA, or MSPPOH. Values are means ± SE (\(n = 6\)). \(*P < 0.05\) vs. vehicle-treated HF rats. \#P < 0.05 vs. fenofibrate-treated HF rats.

Fig. 3. Cumulative sodium balance in 11-wk-old HF rats treated with vehicle, fenofibrate (Fen), fenofibrate + MSPPOH, AUDA, or MSPPOH for 15 days. Values are means ± SE (\(n = 6\)). \(*P < 0.05\) vs. vehicle-treated HF rats. \#P < 0.05 vs. fenofibrate-treated HF rats.

Fig. 4. Effect of fenofibrate and MSPPOH on renal cortical epoxygenase and \(\omega\)-hydroxylase activities in HF rats treated with vehicle, fenofibrate, or fenofibrate + MSPPOH. Epoxygenase activity was determined from the sum of DHET and EET formation; \(\omega\)-hydroxylase activity was determined from 20-HETE formation. Values are means ± SE (\(n = 4\)). \(*P < 0.05\) vs. vehicle-treated HF rats. \#P < 0.05 vs. fenofibrate-treated HF rats.
Fenofibrate is a peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-α (PPAR-α) agonist; it upregulates many genes involved in fatty acid oxidation, such as acyl-CoA oxidase, carnitine palmitoyl transferase I, and CYP4A isoforms, through the activation of PPAR-α (29). Because of these biological activities, PPAR-α agonists such as fenofibrate have been used to lower triglycerides in dyslipidemic patients. In addition to its antihyperlipidemic effect, fenofibrate has been shown to reduce blood pressure in different hypertensive animal models (31, 35). For example, Wilson et al. (35) showed that fenofibrate significantly reduced MAP in Dahl salt-sensitive rats treated with a high-salt diet, and Vera et al. (31) showed that fenofibrate decreased MAP from 144 to 115 mmHg in angiotensin II-treated mice. Both of these reports showed that fenofibrate induced renal 20-HETE production, suggesting that the antihypertensive effects of fenofibrate are due to the induction of renal 20-HETE. In the present study, we observed a significant increase of renal CYP epoxygenase activity, rather than an increase of ω-hydroxylase activity, by fenofibrate in HF rats (Fig. 4). This is consistent with the results of Muller et al. (20), who showed selectively increased renal CYP epoxygenase activity as a result of fenofibrate treatment of male rats. The reason for the inconsistency between some previous results (31, 35) and our results is not known but could be a consequence of procedural differences. For example, we administered 30 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ of fenofibrate for 2 wk, whereas others used 95 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ for 3 wk (35).

Although we observed the induction of CYP epoxygenase expression levels in renal tissues in response to fenofibrate treatment (Figs. 5 and 6), it is not clear whether fenofibrate can increase endogenous EET levels in the kidneys. The main reason for this statement is that PPAR-α agonists, such as clofibrate and fenofibrate, are also good inducers of sEH (10). Hammock and Ota (10) first demonstrated that chronic clofibrate treatment in mice significantly increased hepatic sEH activity. Similarly, Schladt et al. (26) demonstrated that fenofibrate increased hepatic and renal sEH activity eight- and twofold, respectively, in rats. Since sEH is the enzyme responsible for the conversion of EETs to DHETs (21), it is possible that chronic treatment with fenofibrate also induces sEH levels and activity in the kidneys of HF rats, resulting in increased degradation of EETs, which eliminates induction effects of CYP epoxygenases by fenofibrate. Further investigation of the effects of fenofibrate on renal vascular and tubular sEH levels and activity in HF rats is required.

Since DHETs are much more polar than EETs and are considered to have reduced biological activity, whereas the inhibition of sEH stabilizes EET levels, inhibition of sEH can be a good approach to study the physiological function of EETs. Many sEH inhibitors have been developed to facilitate long-term in vivo studies. These inhibitors are competitive and have efficiently decreased the degradation of EETs in several in vivo models (21). AUDA, an sEH inhibitor containing an N-carboxylic acid moiety, increases water solubility without significantly reducing the potency of sEH inhibition (21). Recently, AUDA was used to study the anti-inflammatory effects of EETs in endothelial cells (19), the effects of EETs in the brain on the regulation of blood pressure in spontaneously hypertensive rats (28), and the antihypertensive effects of
EETs in a salt-sensitive hypertensive model (16). Using a protocol similar to that described in the literature (16), we found that AUDA decreased MAP and RVR but increased RBF in HF rats (Fig. 2). The effects of EETs on the renal hemodynamics of AUDA-treated HF rats could be due to the endothelial actions of EETs. EETs have been identified as endothelium-derived hyperpolarizing factors (14, 24) that are distinct from nitric oxide and prostacyclin. They are produced within and released from endothelial cells in response to physical and pharmacological stimuli. EETs then diffuse to vascular smooth muscle cells to hyperpolarize the cell membrane and cause relaxation (7). Thus, increasing the levels of EETs by the administration of AUDA can cause dilation and decreased resistance of renal blood vessels (Fig. 2) and, thereby, contribute to the correction of abnormal renal hemodynamics in obese HF rats.

Although the precise mechanisms whereby obesity causes hypertension are not clear, a review by Hall (8) has suggested that the kidney is the central player and that sodium retention is a major mechanism in obesity-induced hypertension. Interestingly, we have found that the development of hypertension in HF rats is associated with increased cumulative sodium balance (Fig. 3), which is a good index of sodium retention. The stabilization of EET production by AUDA attenuates sodium retention in HF rats (Fig. 3). These results are consistent with the finding by Jung et al. (18) that AUDA treatment was accompanied by increased urinary sodium excretion in angiotensin II-treated mice. Although the mechanism whereby the increased EET level attenuates sodium retention is not clear, it is possible that this occurs as a consequence of the action of EETs on sodium transport in the nephron. For example, EETs have been shown to inhibit \(\text{Na}^+\)-\(\text{K}^+\)-ATPase activity and are involved in the regulation of sodium transport in proximal tubules (24). In addition, Wei et al. (34) demonstrated that, in the cortical collecting duct, EET directly inhibits the activity of epithelial sodium channels (ENaC). It is possible, therefore, that AUDA increases EET levels in renal tubular segments and inhibits the activity of these sodium transporters, thus causing natriuresis and attenuating sodium retention. Alternatively, changes in the trafficking of sodium transport proteins in the nephron could be responsible. Dos Santos et al. (6) demonstrated that increased production of CYP eicosanoids by the elevation of renal perfusion pressure increases urinary sodium excretion and promotes the internalization of sodium/hydrogen exchanger type 3 in proximal tubular cells. It is possible that AUDA-induced reduced EET degradation affects the trafficking of sodium transporters in different segments of nephron, which then contributes to the reduction of sodium retention. All these mechanisms deserve further investigation.
In the present study, we focused on the effect of increased levels of EETs caused by AUDA treatment in kidneys on renal function and blood pressure in HF rats. Since we administered AUDA systemically, it is possible that AUDA can also up-regulate levels of EETs in other organs and contribute to cardiovascular hemodynamic changes such as total peripheral resistance and cardiac output. This possibility is supported by significant biological activity of EETs in the heart and brain (24). Interestingly, Jung et al. (18) recently demonstrated that intravenous injection of AUDA significantly lowered blood pressure and heart rate in angiotensin II-induced mice. However, the reasons for the effects of increased EET production on cardiac function are not clear. It will be interesting to study whether the increased levels of EETs caused by AUDA can affect cardiac function and cardiovascular hemodynamics in HF rats.

The results of any pharmacological agent must be interpreted with caution. MSPPOH appears to be very selective as an epoxyenase inhibitor, as does as AUDA as an inhibitor of sEH. However, there could be undescribed activities. Furthermore, the downstream effects of the inhibition of these enzymes can be complex. PPAR-α agonists have more far-reaching effects. Other studies have shown that PPAR-α agonists increase renal ω-hydroxylase activity, resulting in increased 20-HETE production (24). In many cases, this in-agonists increase renal/H9297 reaching effects. Other studies have shown that PPAR-α/H9251zymes can be complex. PPAR-α/H9251more, the downstream effects of the inhibition of these en-\sEH. However, there could be undescribed activities. Further-
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